Dosimetry near low-Z/high-Z interfaces
• Effects on attenuation (primary beam) and scatter (fields are typically large)
-Enhanced attenuation behind high-Z material -In-scatter from the unobstructed portion of the beam partially compensates for the loss of dose due to attenuation
• The magnitude and the spatial extent depend on the energy of the radiation as well as the density, atomic number, and dimensions of the inhomogeneity • For photon beams above 10 MV interactions of contaminant neutrons with the high-Z material • Between 1% and 4% of radiotherapy patients have prosthetic devices which could affect the predetermined value of the dose that they would receive • The purpose of the report is to make the radiation oncology community aware of the problems arising from the presence of these devices in the radiation beam, to quantify the dose perturbations they cause, and, finally, to provide recommendations for treatment planning and delivery • The scientific understanding and methodology of clinical dosimetry for these situations is still incomplete 
TG-63 Report

TG-63 Report: manual calculations
• Calculation which accounts for primary attenuation only: I/I 0 =e(-mt) • Scattering can be partially accounted for by using the effective tissue-air-ratio (TAR) or the tissuemaximum-ratio (TMR) methods -Correction factor CF to find the dose behind prosthesis (thickness t, density r e relative to water, calculation depth d, field size w)
• For a 1.6 cm thick Co-Cr-Mo prosthesis located at a depth of 8 cm, the dose correction factors calculated at a distance 10 cm beyond it are 0.68 and 0.78, producing an attenuation of 32% and 22% for incident 6 and 18 MV clinical photon beams, respectively • If the linear attenuation coefficient method is used, it yields an attenuation of about 37% and 28% for 6 and 18 MV photons, respectively • The effective TMR method gives less attenuation because it includes a scatter contribution
Monte Carlo technique
• Need to solve a complex mathematical problem, describing physical system • With Monte Carlo find physical parameters using statistical sampling: problem variables are obtained by selecting values from the appropriate range, using probability distributions for such variables • Based on the use of sequences of random numbers to obtain sample values for the problem variable; the calculation process involves a computer program • Somewhat equivalent to conducting experiment: 
